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Abstract: - This paper presents the simulation of speed
control techniques of switched reluctance motors (SRM)
using Matlab Simulink. Three controllers: P, PI, and PID
were used for the simulation and after proper tuning
using trial and error, the PID controller gave the best
response in terms of reduction in settling time,
elimination of steady-state error and minimization of
speed overshoot.
Keywords: P controller, PI controller, PID controller,
switched reluctance motor, matlab simulink.
1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of switched reluctance motor (SRM) was
established in 1838 but the motor could not realize its
full potential until the modern era of power electronics
and computer aided electromagnetic design. Switched
reluctance motors are electrically commutated AC
machines and are also known as variable reluctance
motors. They are more than a high-speed stepper motor,
lacking the usual expensive permanent magnets. It
combines many of the desirable qualities of Inductionmotor drives, DC commutator motor drive, as well as
permanent magnet (PM) brushless D.C systems. SRM is
rugged and simple in construction and economical when
compared with the synchronous motor and the induction
motor. They are known to have high peak torque-toinertia ratios and the rotor mechanical structure is well
suited for high-speed applications.

Figure (1) Switched Reluctance Motor.
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF

Let us consider an elementary reluctance machine as
shown in
Figure 2. The machine is single phase excited; that is, it
carries only one winding on the stator. The excited
winding is wound on the stator and the rotor is free to
rotate.

In addition to this, unipolar drive of the reluctance motor
is possible and therefore, the converter requires fewer
switching devices compared with the conventional
inverter. From these reasons, the drive system can be
more simple, economical, and reliable. It is cheap to
manufacture, robust and can operate under partial
failure. Its power converter has no chance for shoot
through faults. The SRM show a promise as potentially
low cost electromechanical energy conversion devices
because of their simple mechanical construction. The
advantages of switched reluctance motor are the
production cost, efficiency and the torque/speed
characteristics. Due to the above advantages and since
SRM is becoming the competitor for induction and DC
machines, this paper aims at developing better control
scheme for SRM. Once the drawback of high torque
ripple is reduced this motor can be effectively and
successfully implemented in market for day to day life.
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Figure (2) Single Phase SRM.
The flux linkage is:
λ(θ) = L(θ)i ………… (1)
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where λ is the flux linkage and i is the independent input
variable, (that is, the current flowing through the stator
winding). The general torque expression is given by:
Te = [

]i = constant ……. (2)

Where
is the co-energy which is varying with respect
to position of the rotor. At any position the co-energy is
the area below the magnetization curve as shown in
Figure 3 and Figure 4. In other words, the definite
integral below represents the stored magnetic energy:
=∫

………. (3)

Figure (4) Energy Exchange.

Where λ (θ, i) is the flux linkage with respect to angular
position θ and current ‘i’. So the torque equation
becomes:
Te = ∫

3. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SRM CONTROL
The position of rotor is sensed by the rotor position
sensor and it provides its corresponding output to the
error detector. Error detector compares reference speed
and actual speed to generate error signal which is given
to controller block. The controller gives appropriate
control signal to the converter according to the error
signal. The speed of the motor is controlled by the
converter through proper
excitation of the
corresponding windings in the stator.

……… (4)

The mechanical work done is
ΔWm = Δ

…….. (5)

Where Wm is the mechanical energy and
is the stored
magnetic energy. At any rotor position θ, the co-energy
and the stored field energy are equal and is given by
Wf =

=

…… (6)

Figure (5) Block diagram of typical SRM control scheme
[4].
Figure 6 below shows the Matlab Simulink modeling of
the 6/4 SRM configuration.

Figure (3) Flux Linkage Chart.
The instantaneous torque reduces to
Te =

…… (7)

As most SRM is multiphase, the torque equation becomes
a summation of torques produced by each phase. For m
phases, the total torque is given by
Te = ∑

Figure (6) MATLAB Simulink modeling of 6/4 SRM

…… (8)

Where Tej is the torque due to single phase.
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two regions according to the converter operating mode:
current-controlled and voltage-fed [5].

4. SRM CONFIGURATIONS
Switched reluctance motors come in different
configurations such as 12/8, 8/6, 6/4, and 4/2. But here,
our emphasis is on 6/4 configuration. This has 3-pole
pairs at the stator and 2-pole pairs at the rotor. It is also
referred to as 3-phase SRM. The SRM is fed by a threephase asymmetrical power converter having three legs,
each of which consists of two IGBTs and two freewheeling diodes. During conduction periods, the active
IGBTs apply positive source voltage to the stator
windings to drive positive currents into the phase
windings. During free-wheeling periods, negative voltage
is applied to the windings and the stored energy is
returned to the power DC source through the diodes. The
fall time of the currents in motor windings can be thus
reduced. By using a position sensor attached to the rotor,
the turn-on and turn-off angles of the motor phases can
be accurately imposed. These switching angles can be
used to control the developed torque waveforms. The
IGBTs switching frequency is mainly determined by the
hysteresis band.

Table (1) SRM parameters used in the Simulink model.
Motor parameters
Rated Power
Number of Phases
Number of Stator Poles
Number of Rotor Poles
Aligned Phase Inductance
Unaligned Phase Inductance
Inertia
Stator Resistance
DC Voltage Supply

Values
60kW
3
6
4
23.6mH
0.67mH
0.05Kg.m
0.05
240V

5. SIMULATION OF THE 6/4 MODEL
A DC supply voltage of 240V is used. The converter turnon and turn-off angles are kept constant at 45o and 75o,
respectively, over the speed ranges. The reference
current is 200A and the hysteresis band is chosen as
±10A. The SRM is started by applying the step reference
to the regulator input. The acceleration rate depends on
the load characteristics. To shorten the starting time, a
very light load is chosen. Since only the currents are
controlled, the motor speed will increase according to
the mechanical dynamics of the system. The SRM drive
waveforms (phase voltages, magnetic flux, windings
current, motor torque, and speed) are displayed on the
scope as shown below.

Figure 8 block parameters for SRM
6. Break down of the Matlab Switched Reluctance
Motor specific model
a) Power Converter
The converter used here is an asymmetric bridge
converter which switches current supplied to the phase
in accordance with the rotor position.

Figure 7 (a) flux, (b) current, (c) torque and (d) speed
plot on the scope
As can be noted, the SRM has a very high torque ripple
component which is due to the transitions of the
currents from one phase to the following one. This
torque ripple is a characteristic of the SRM and it
depends mainly on the converter’s turn-on and turn-off
angles. In observing the drive's waveforms, we can note
that the SRM operation speed range can be divided into
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stabilize higher order processes. Large gain is needed to
improve the steady state error, when proportional
controller is used. If proportional gain is high then the
system is said to be unstable. If gain is low, it is said to be
stable system. Proportional controller does not eliminate
the error but reduces it.
The Simulink model is designed for the speed control of
switched reluctance motor using P controller. The
continuous linear relationship between the output of the
controller, u and the actuating error signal is
……..(9)
Where u is the output signal, e(t) is error signal and KP is
the gain constant.

Figure (10) per phase converter, showing the switching
devices
b) Position sensor

Figure (11) position sensor block

Figure (13) SRM simulink model with P controller

Figure (12) Inside the position sensor block

Figure (14) inside the P block

7. APPLICATION OF SPEED CONTROL TECHNIQUES

7.2 Speed Control of SRM using Proportional and
Integral (PI) Controller:

Here, we take a close look at the P controller, PI
controller and PID controller. The speed control is
simulated on matlab and the result obtained and
analyzed. All controllers were tuned for best
performance. The controller blocks are obtained from
Simulink library and incorporated into the already
modeled System.

It is a control feedback mechanism used in various
industrial control systems. The PI controller attempts to
eliminate the error which is the difference between
measured variable and desired value by adjusting the
process inputs. The combination of proportional and
integral terms is used to increase the speed of response
and to eliminate the steady state error.

7.1 Speed Control of SRM Using Proportional (P)
Controller:

The output response of proportional term is equal to the
current value of error. The proportional factor is
adjusted by multiplying the error value by a proportional
gain which is denoted by KP.

A proportional controller system is a type of linear
feedback control system. It is more complex than on-off
control systems like a bi-metallic domestic thermostat,
but simpler than a PID controller. In general it can be
said that P controller cannot stabilize higher order
processes. For the first order processes a large increase
in gain can be tolerated [6].

The integral term is proportional to both the magnitude
and duration of the error. In PI controller, the integral
term is the sum of instantaneous error over time which
gives the accumulated value. Combining both terms, the
relationship between the outputs from the controller to
the error input is given by:

The variation between the set points and the measured
variable sets the manipulated variable in the
proportional controller. If the variation is high, the
manipulated variable will get affected and it cannot
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…. (10)

∫

[10]. The integral, proportional and derivative part can
be interpreted as control actions based on the past and
the present. The derivative part can also be interpreted
as prediction by linear extrapolation.

The speed of SRM is controlled by PI controller. The
controller has simplicity, lowest cost, zero steady state
error, ease of implementation, good speed response and
robustness. It is extensively used in AC and DC drives
where speed control is required. In order to provide the
desirable performance of SRM, feedback control system
is employed for speed control of SRM drive. The tuned
values of the PI controller constants are dependent on
the system. [8]

Proportional controller is always with steady state error.
The error can be decreased when the gain is increased,
obviously, the tendency towards oscillation will also get
increased.
When introducing integral with proportional, the
strength of integral action increases with decreasing
integral time Ti. The steady state error disappears on
course of time when integral action is used. The
oscillation increases with decreasing Ti. While
introducing derivative action, the parameters Kd and Ti
are selected in such a way that the closed-loop system is
continuously oscillatory. Derivative action can also be
interpreted as providing prediction by linear
extrapolation over the time Td. Figure 17 shows the
MATLAB model of PID controller designed specifically
for the SRM machine and figure 18 shows the PID
Controller block.

Figure (15) SRM simulink model with PI controller

Figure (17) SRM simulink model with PID controller

Figure (16) inside the PI controller block.
7.3 Speed Control of SRM using Proportional,
Integral and Derivative (PID) Controller:
The relationship between the output of the controller
and the error input is given by
∫
……… (11)
Where u is the control signal, e(t) is the error signal. The
set point is called the reference variable. The
proportionality constants Kp, Ki and Kd are the
parameters of the controller. The sum of the following
three terms A, B, C provides control of the actuating
signals.

Figure (18) inside the PID controller block
8. Determining KP, Ki and Kd
The control signal is always proportional to the error
signal and the proportional gain KP using a proportional
controller. It will also have the effect of reducing the rise
time and error but never eliminates error. Integral
control will have the effect of reducing error, in principle,
to zero value while derivative control is used to
anticipate the future behavior of the error signal by using
corrective actions based on the rate of change in the
error signal. The control signal is proportional to the
derivative of the error and Kd is the derivative gain.

A) P-term (which is proportional to the error),
B) I-term (which is proportional to the integral of the
error) and
C) D-term (which is proportional to the derivative of the
error).
Proportional gain Kp, integral time constant Ti, and
derivative time constant Td are the controller parameters
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Derivative control will have the effect of increasing the
stability of the system, reducing the overshoot, and
improving the transient response. Derivative control
action can never be used alone because this control
action is effective only during transient periods. The PID
controller makes a control loop respond faster with less
overshoot and it is the most popular method of control
by a great margin. The combined action has the
advantages of each of the three individual control
actions.

1.

P controller output

Figure (19) speed response of SRM with P controller for
1000rpm on no load

Stator resistance is 0.05ohms and inertia of the motor
0.05Kg/m2. The value of the constants of the controller
KP, Ki and Kd is dependent on the system to be controlled,
so after tuning appropriately and testing for best
condition, the values of the constant used for this
analysis was obtained as follows:
For P controller, KP = 50
For PI controller, KP = 50, Ki = 0.1
For PID controller, KP = 20, Ki = 0.1, Kd = 0.05

Figure (20) Zoomed speed response of SRM with P
controller for 1000rpm on no load showing overshoot

The reference speed was set at 1000rpm, 2000rpm and
3000rpm and resulting response is displayed in the
scope. The graph displayed on the scope is speed against
time. Increasing the reference speed, it is observed from
the scope plot that the settling time increases. Figure 19
to figure 24 show the speed response for a P controller,
and figure 25 to figure 30 show the speed response for a
PI controller and figure 31 to figure 36 show the speed
response for a PID controller for a no load operation of
the SRM. It is observed from the scope that with P
controller we experience speed overshoot and oscillation
before settling at the reference value. This overshoot still
remains with the PI controller but is eliminated with the
PID controller after proper tuning. The settling time is
least with the PID controller and the steady state error is
eliminated. The simulation was also extended to a
condition of a load of 5 Nm. The overall results are as
shown in table 3.

Figure (21) speed response of SRM with P controller for
2000rpm on no load

Table (2) Comparison of Gain Response of P, PI and PID
controller [9]
Parameter
Increasing
KP
Increasing
Ki
Increasing
Kd

Speed of
response
Increase

Stability

Accuracy

Deteriorate

Improves

Decreases

Deteriorate

Improves

Increases

Improves

No
impact

Figure (22) Zoomed speed response of SRM with P
controller for 2000rpm on no load showing overshoot

Figure (23) speed response of SRM with P controller for
3000rpm on no load
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Figure (30) Zoomed speed response of SRM with PI
controller for 3000rpm on no load showing overshoot

Figure (24) Zoomed speed response of SRM with P
controller for 3000rpm on no load showing overshoot
2.

3.

PI controller output

Figure (31) speed response of SRM with PID controller for
1000rpm on no load

Figure (25) speed response of SRM with PI controller for
1000rpm on no load

Figure (32) zoomed view of the speed response of PID
controller for 1000rpm

Figure (26) Zoomed speed response of SRM with PI
controller for 1000rpm on no load showing overshoot

Figure (33) speed response of SRM with PID controller for
2000rpm on no load

Figure (27) speed response of SRM with PI controller for
2000rpm on no load

Figure (34) zoomed view of the speed response of PID
controller for 2000rpm

Figure (28) Zoomed speed response of SRM with PI
controller for 2000rpm on no load showing overshoot

Figure (35) speed response of SRM with PID controller for
3000rpm on no load

Figure (29) speed response of SRM with PI controller for
3000rpm on no load
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construction and control compared to a commutation
motor. The SRM was modeled on Simulink and simulated
for best performance. The PID controller gave the best
result in terms of reduction of settling time, elimination
of speed overshoot and steady-state error.
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